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ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND: Aggression in individuals with dementia is a common behavioural symptom of the
disorder, and has been found to be the most reported source of caregiver distress, and the main
reason why an individual will be placed in residential care.
OBJECTIVES: To establish the factors which can predict an episode of aggression in individuals living
with dementia.
DESIGN: Eleven bibliographic databases, the references retrieved from articles, two protocol
databases and one thesis database were systematically reviewed for factors with a relationship with
subsequent aggressive behaviour in individuals living with dementia.
SETTINGS: Care/residential/nursing homes, hospitals, secure units and domestic settings.
PARTICIPANTS: Individuals who have been diagnosed with dementia, including Alzheimer’s disease,
vascular dementia, dementia with Lewy bodies, fronto-temporal dementia and mixed dementia with
a mean age of over 65.
MEASUREMENTS: Indicators preceding an episode of aggression or violence in patients with
dementia. Predicting factors included (but were not limited by) demographic details (may include
gender, occupation, ethnic group, marital status, age, education), illnesses (may include psychiatric
and/or physical illness, pain, side effects of medication), type of environment (may include
environmental stimuli, change in surroundings, routine or activity levels) and relationships with
other people (may include relationship with carers, carer’s behaviour).
RESULTS: Fifty-five articles met the entry criteria. Overall they investigated 52 different factors
which were found to have an impact (or no impact) on aggression in people living with dementia.
These were grouped into eight overarching categories (Comorbid Mental Health, Demographic Data,
Facility Characteristics, Health Issues, Communication/interaction with Caregiver, Mood/Personality,
Direct effects of Dementia and Caregiver Features). The data was not sufficiently homogenous to
enable a meta-analysis. A systematic narrative review was carried out which found that psychosis,
personal care events, non-compliance of the individual, pre-morbid personality and communication
issues were found to have the strongest relationship to the onset of aggression. Level of education
and the type of dementia were found to have the least impact on an act of aggression being
displayed.
CONCLUSION: The results showed a variety of factors having an impact on levels of aggression of
those living with dementia. These findings warrant the development of a measurement tool to
predict aggression which incorporates the complex social, psychological and physical interactions
identified.
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INTRODUCTION
Context: The number of individuals living with dementia is increasing steadily. There were 815,827
cases in the UK in 2013 with predictions that this will increase to 1,142,677 by 2025 and 2,092,945
by 2051. This is a predicted increase of 40% over the next 12 years, and of 156% over the next 38
years (Alzheimer’s Society, 2014). It is estimated 1.3% of the UK population is living with dementia
(Cunningham et al, 2015). In Wales, 45,000 people are living with dementia, and this figure is
estimated to increase by up to 44% in the next five years (National Assembly for Wales, 2016). It is
worth noting, however, that Matthews et al (2016) found predictions have been excessive, and
there has been a 20% drop in incident rates in England and Wales when compared against future
predictions made 20 years previously, particularly in men. This may be due to a number of factors,
including better quality medical interventions for related physical conditions such as high blood
pressure and cholesterol, and improved education regarding these risk factors (Brayne, 2016 cited in
Davies, 2016). Despite this, only a third of people living with dementia are formally diagnosed
(Nazarko, 2009; National Audit Office, 2007), and The Alzheimer’s Society (2014) state that 200,000
people will be diagnosed with dementia every year, which demonstrates the impact this will have on
individuals living with dementia, their family/friends and anyone working in this field.
It is estimated that dementia costs the Welsh economy £1.4 billion per annum, but this only includes
the costs for NHS and social services input and ignores the unpaid costs met by family and friends
(National Assembly for Wales, 2016). Two thirds of individuals with dementia live in the community,
and 670,000 people care for family or friends with dementia in the UK (Alzheimer’s Society, 2014).
One in five people in Wales have a close family member or friend living with dementia (National
Assembly for Wales, 2016). Informal carers such as these need to manage complex behaviours with
little or no training and support (Murray, 2014). One such behavioural issue is aggression, and an
increase in aggressive behaviour is the main factor in deciding that residential care is required
(Alzheimer’s Society, 2014; Raynor et al, 2006).
Dementia and its Symptoms: There are a number of disorders that are placed under the umbrella
term ‘dementia’. Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) constitute 60% of cases of dementia, vascular dementia
(VaD) contributes towards 20% of cases and 10% of individuals have a mixture of the two. Dementia
with Lewy bodies (DLB), frontotemporal dementia (FTD), and other rarer forms of dementia make up
to the remainder of cases (Alzheimer’s Society, 2014; Holmes, 2012; National Collaborating Centre
for Mental Health, 2007). The cognitive symptoms, which are often the more widely known and
studied symptoms of dementia, include memory loss, language problems, dexterity issues, visual
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sensory issues, attentional and concentration difficulties, and these are often the first symptoms to
develop (Holmes, 2012; Raynor et al, 2006).

‘Non-cognitive symptoms’ or ‘behavioural and psychological symptoms of dementia’ (BPSD) are the
terms used to describe the remaining, disparate features of dementia and include psychotic
episodes and mood disturbances, effects on sleep and eating, and behavioural symptoms (apathy,
purposeful walking, abnormal vocalisation and aggression/agitation) (Babu, Sandilyan and Dening,
2015; McKeith and Cummings, 2005). Despite cognitive impairment being the initial symptom in
many cases when care givers are asked, BPSD are the factors that cause them the most distress
(McKeith and Cummings, 2005). Depression and anxiety can occur early in the progression of AD
with delusions and agitation appearing in the middle to late periods of the disease. In DLB and FTD,
psychological and behavioural symptoms may be among the first to present, even before cognitive
deficits begin (McKeith and Cummings, 2005). Behavioural issues can feature in all types of
dementia, although is more likely in some types of dementia such as AD and FTD, with challenging
behaviours becoming more common as the illness progresses. This can manifest itself in various
ways such as agitation, disinhibition and psychosis, and can lead to aggression and violence being
displayed in some individuals.
The underlying physiological causes of dementia can go some way to explaining the behavioural
symptoms. AD is caused by plaques (condensed areas of amyloid protein surrounded by
degenerating neurones) in the brain. Increasing age and genetic inheritance are the two largest risk
factors, although some environmental factors may also play a role (Holmes, 2012). Memory loss is
usually the first symptom, and this gradually worsens throughout the course of the disease. VaD is
usually the result of a number of cerebral infarctions resulting in loss of neurones/axons, although in
some cases one episode can be sufficient to initiate the condition. The main risk factors for VaD are
similar to those associated with stroke; hypertension, diabetes, smoking (Holmes, 2012). Loss of
memory is more sudden in VaD than in AD with a ‘step-like’ progression. DLB is as a result of Lewy
bodies (filamentous protein) developing in the cortex and subcortical regions of the brain, alongside
neurological degeneration (Holmes, 2012). More general loss of cognitive function, including
attention and visio-spacial difficulties, is often an early symptom of DLB. FTD features atrophy of the
frontal, anterior parietal and temporal regions of the cerebral cortex. Like AD, genetic inheritance is
the most common risk factor (Holmes, 2012). Memory difficulties are less common, with language
impairments being an early indication of the disorder.
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For those with AD displaying high levels of aggression, there is a tendency towards lower metabolic
rate and more plaques being present in the frontal and temporal lobes than those who do not
demonstrate these symptoms (Mega and Cummings, 2001; Foerstl et al 1993). Similarly, those living
with FTD who present high levels of BPSD have most damage in the right and front cerebral
hemispheres (Liu, Miller and Kramer, 2004; Josephs et al, 2011). As the frontal areas of the brain are
responsible for decision making and higher functioning (Collins and Koechlin, 2012; Josephs et al,
2011), any degeneration or damage to these locations may result in disinhibited behaviours,
including aggression. Damage to the structure and neurochemistry of the frontal lobes has been
investigated in murderers (although not with dementia necessarily) which has been found to have a
strong link with extreme aggression (Raine, 2001; Raine et al, 2000). These behavioural issues are
less frequent in DLB (National Collaborating Centre for Mental Health, 2007). Despite patterns
emerging in the development of BPSD linked to the different types of dementia, attempts to use a
stage modelling approach as a method to predict aggressive behaviour accurately has proven
unsuccessful (Richie and Touchon, 1992) and is an area that requires further research.
In addition to damage to physical areas of the brain, dementia can also have an impact on
neurotransmitter systems, and consequently behaviour. Loss of serotonin 2 receptors from the
cerebral cortex (Procter, Francis, Stratman and Bowen, 1992), higher preservation of dopamine
receptors in the substantia nigra pars compacta (Victoroff, Zarow, Mack, Hsu and Chu, 1996) and
increased number of 2 adrenergic receptor sites in the cerebellar cortex (Russo-Neustadt and
Cottman, 1997), have all been found to have a link with increased aggression in those with
dementia, and have been found in those with AD and FTD (Volicer et al, 2009).

Prevalence of Aggression: Over a third of those with dementia will demonstrate aggressive
behaviour (Alzheimer’s Society, 2013; Ivonova et al, 2012), with some estimates as high as 51%
(Isaksson, Graneheim and Karlsson, 2011). As the disorder progresses it could increase to 90% in
more advanced cases (Ivonova et al 2012). This behaviour has been found to be far higher in older
adults with dementia than the same demographic group without the disorder (Lyketosos et al,
2000). Barak (1995) found that in first time criminal offenders aged over 65 years there was a
prevalence of dementia of 21%, compared to 1.3% of the general population (Cunningham et al,
2015). This aggression may be a facet of the individuals existing personality, or as a direct result of
dementia. The main causes of aggressive behaviour may be due to biological factors (pain, illness,
side-effects of medication, or as a direct result of the effects of dementia on the brain which has
been explained earlier in this introduction), social factors (boredom, loneliness, changes to routine,
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not getting along with carers) or psychological factors (frustration, boredom, real or imagined
infringements of rights) (Alzheimer’s Society, 2013).

Social factors such as a change in routine and the necessity of new people caring for individuals living
with dementia will be a feature for many as the disease progresses. This resistance to help with
personal care for example, may also have an impact on the carer, with 22% admitting they have
responded aggressively to those in their care (Ryden, 1998). Aggression as a result of psychological
issues can be related to the frustration felt by communication deficits and memory loss. This may be
due to an inability to explain internal issues, such as pain or illness, or as a reaction to external
issues, like being in an unfamiliar place with unfamiliar people. Delusions and hallucinations can
affect many individuals with dementia and estimates of prevalence range from 17% to 75%
(Alzheimer’s Society, 2014; Rayner et al, 2006). Common examples include suspicion, feelings that
someone is stealing from them, or that uninvited people are in their home (Patel and Hope, 1993).
Finally, perceptual declines, such as visual misinterpretation of the environment, may further add to
the psychological effects of dementia (Rayner et al, 2006).

Over 200,000 people with dementia live in residential care settings in the UK (Alzheimer’s Society,
2013) with up to 86% demonstrating aggression (Ballard et al, 2001), which would indicate a
pressure on staff working in these settings. Barnes (2011) reports that healthcare workers have the
highest rate of absenteeism from work due to injury as a result of aggression (34%), this is higher
than those who work in law enforcement or the fire service. Boström, Squires, Sales and Estabrooks
(2012) conducted a survey of care workers in residential homes and secure units for those with
dementia. They report that 50% of respondents have suffered physical abuse from individuals living
in these settings, with those working in secure units more likely to be the victims of aggression.
Berry (2007) found that 72.9% of the care homes that responded to a survey reported instances of
physical or verbal aggression from an individual with dementia in the previous three months.
Physical injury to the carer was reported in 35.4% of care homes. Specialist dementia residences
were more likely to report instances of aggression than general care homes.
Boström, Squires, Sales and Estabrooks (2012) and Berry (2007) both found that the higher instances
of aggression in specialist homes may reflect the higher chance of aggression being displayed in
moderate and severe dementia (Alzheimer’s Society, 2013). It is also worth noting that staff
surveyed in these studies report that many cases of aggressive behaviour go unreported, and that it
is seen as a routine part of the job. De Guzman (2009) found that of 15,000 violent instances over a
six-month period, 99% went unreported, this would suggest the figures could actually be much
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higher. For many staff experiencing aggression in these settings, they do not blame the individual,
and are aware of their own communication and behaviour in contributing to some cases
(Manderson and Schofield 2005; Duxbury et al, 2013). This type of behaviour is not unique to
residential settings, Ryden (1988) found 46% of families reported experiencing aggressive behaviour,
and this figure is not unusual in other research into aggression shown by community patients (Patel
and Hope, 1993).
In addition to the physical risks, dealing with aggressive behaviour in those with dementia brings
with it psychological risks. Family members who act as carers report loneliness, depression and
helplessness (Murray, 2014, Alzheimer’s Society, 2014), and 12.2% of paid professional carers report
frequent, high distress when dealing with behavioural issues (Berry, 2007). Aggression is found to be
the behaviour with the highest impact on the wellbeing of both carers, and those individuals with
dementia (Patel and Hope, 1993), and one of the four main reasons why someone would be placed
in residential care (Gilley et al, 2004). In the most extreme cases, it has been suggested that some
residential facilities may refuse to house those with the most challenging behaviours (Nagaratnum et
al,1998; Rivas, 2010), placing additional stress and burden on family and other caregivers.
As already noted, in addition to domestic care and residential settings, some individuals with
dementia may be in secure or forensic settings. 2% of the prison population suffer with dementia
(Fazel et al, 2001), which is comparable to the wider, older adult population (Alzheimer’s Society,
2014). However, older adults (60 and over) are the fastest growing age group being sentenced in the
UK, with rates doubling in the years from 1999-2009 (Hayes et al, 2012). Another reason why those
with dementia may be in a forensic or prison setting may be that they are ‘forensic graduates’ who
have pre-existing mental health or criminal behaviours which were the original reason for detention,
but they have gone on to develop dementia as older adults (Stoffels and Stewart, 2015). Pre-existing
personality or behavioural traits may be a factor in aggression being displayed in individuals with
dementia (Alzheimer’s Society, 2013). This may mean this cohort may be more at risk at displaying
difficult behaviours if they develop dementia.
There are a number of ways the risks for carers from aggressive behaviour could be managed,
including improved training and communication (Murray, 2014), improved management in
residential settings and of care packages in informal care (Boström, Squires, Sales and Estabrooks,
2012), improved medical treatment and the use of preventative measures to identify when
aggressive behaviour may be imminent. A number of factors have been identified which may be
predicting factors for an episode of aggression in someone living with dementia. These include age,
marital status and gender (Williamson et al, 2013), pain, side effects of medication, pre-existing
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personality disorders, care giver stress and communication difficulties, excess stimulation (Kales,
Gitlin and Lyketosos, 2015; Morgan et al, 2012), irritability and confusion (Almvik , Woods and
Rasmussen, 2007), depression and severity of dementia (Tomislav et al, 2012; Morgan et al, 2012),
alcohol use and a previous episode of aggression (Hindley and Gordon, 2000).
As already noted, aggression is one of the primary reasons for individuals with dementia moving into
residential care and once there, if the aggressive behaviour continues, they are more likely to be
hospitalised or be given drug treatments to deal with the behaviour (Patel and Hope, 1993). With
the growing number of people living with dementia, and the personal and financial costs this brings
for both informal and formal care and the individual themselves, this study aims to systematically
review potential risk factors that could be used to predict an aggressive episode in individuals with
dementia.
Outcomes and Prioritisation
The primary outcome of this systematic review is to establish the factors which can predict an
episode of aggression in individuals with dementia.

METHODS
This review has been conducted following ‘Preferred reporting items for systematic review
and meta-analysis protocols’ (PRISMA-P) (Moher et al, 2015). This ensures most steps in the review
are performed by two independent researchers, a predefined protocol is adhered to and the
methodological quality of the studies is assessed.
Details of the protocol for this systematic review were registered on PROSPERO and can be accessed
at http://www.crd.york.ac.uk/PROSPERO/display_record.asp?ID=CRD42016039847 (Clifford, Hider
and McGriele, 2016).

Eligibility Criteria
Studies were selected using the following criteria:
STUDY DESIGN: Included Randomised Controlled Trials (RCT), experiments, natural experiments and
observations. Both qualitative and quantitative data were included.
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PARTICIPANTS: Participants included individuals who have been diagnosed with dementia, including
Alzheimer’s disease (AD), vascular dementia (VaD), dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) and frontotemporal dementia (FTD) and mixed dementia. The diagnosis may be mild, moderate or severe.
Mild Cognitive Impairment was excluded. The mean age of participants was over 65.
OUTCOMES: The studies included made reference to indicators preceding an episode of aggression
or violence in patients with dementia. Predicting factors included (but were not limited by)
demographic details (may include gender, occupation, ethnic group, marital status, age, education),
illnesses (may include psychiatric and/or physical illness, pain, side effects of medication), type of
environment (may include environmental stimuli, change in surroundings, routine or activity levels)
and relationships with other people (may include relationship with carers, carer’s behaviour).
TIMING: There were no time limits regarding publication of research articles included.
SETTING: There was no restriction based on setting and included care homes, hospitals, secure and
domestic settings.
LANGUAGE: Research studies written in English were included.

Information Sources
The following databases were used for the literature search and were accessed during June 2016;
CINAHL Plus with Full Text, EMBASE, MEDLINE EBSCOhost, ProQuest Psychology Journals,
PsycArticles, PsycINFO, PubMed, Cochrane Library, Academic Search Complete EBSCOhost, Social
Care online and Web of Science. The literature search included articles written in English. To
increase saturation, the reference lists of included studies in the initial search were also scanned and
included. PROSPERO and The Cochrane Library were searched for protocols on this subject area. EThesis Online Service (EthOS) was also searched for doctoral thesis on this subject matter.

Search Strategy
Quantitative and qualitative studies were included in the search. No date, study design (other
reviews and case studies were, however, excluded), geographical location or language limits were
placed on the search although studies in languages other than English that were not translated were
not included. CINAHL Plus with Full Text, EMBASE, MEDLINE EBSCOhost, ProQuest Psychology
Journals, PsycArticles, PsycINFO, PubMed, Cochrane Library, Academic Search Complete EBSCOhost,
Social Care online and Web of Science were searched. The specific search strategies were developed
by the author and a University Librarian.
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The databases were searched using the following strategy formulated for MEDLINE EBSCOhost and
adapted accordingly for other databases:

Dementia OR alzheimer’s disease AND aggress* AND violen*

Study Records
Literature search results were uploaded to EndNote Software, a reference management software
program that organises and stores research articles. The author developed and test screened
questions based on the eligibility criteria. Citation abstracts and full text articles were uploaded with
screening questions to EndNote. Prior to the formal screening process, a pilot study was undertaken
to refine the screening questions. EndNote deleted any duplicated research articles. The unique
studies were then uploaded to Covidence, a software management programme for selecting studies
against inclusion/exclusion criteria in systematic reviews.

Selection Process
Two reviewers (MC and SM) independently reviewed the titles and abstracts found by the search
against the inclusion criteria in Covidence. Full reports for all titles that appeared to meet the
eligibility criteria or where there was any uncertainty were obtained from the databases listed or
requested as an inter-library loan. The reviewers then decided if the full text reports had met the
eligibility criteria. Disagreements were resolved through discussion. The reasons for the exclusion of
any reports was recorded. The reviewers were not blind to the journal titles or to the study authors
or institutions.

Data Items
Data was sought on factors that could be used to predict aggressive behaviour for individuals with
dementia.

Predicting factors included (but were not limited by) demographic details (may include gender,
occupation, ethic group, marital status, age, education), illnesses (may include psychiatric and/or
physical illness, pain, side effects of medication), type of environment (may include environmental
stimuli, change in surroundings, routine or activity levels) and relationships with other people (may
include relationship with carers, carer’s behaviour).
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Aggressive behaviour included verbal aggression (e.g. swearing, screaming, shouting, making
threats) and physical aggression (e.g. hitting, pinching, scratching, hair-pulling, biting) (Alzheimer’s
Society, 2014).

A diagnosis of dementia included Alzheimer’s disease (AD), vascular dementia (VaD), mixed
dementia, dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) and frontotemporal dementia (FTD).

Risk of Bias Individual Studies
To assess the risk of any potential bias, a modified version of the Cochrane Collaboration tool for
assessing the risk of bias in systematic reviews (The Cochrane Collaboration, 2011) was used (see
appendix 1) for any extracted articles in the original search. This was modified as many of the risks
looked for were relevant to meta-analyses rather than systematic reviews. This table investigated
the following sources of bias; attrition bias and reporting bias (see appendix 2). A judgement of the
risk of bias for each element was made by two reviewers (MC and AH) independently and rated as
high or low risk. Any disagreements were resolved by discussion. For articles extracted from the
references of the original selected studies, MC carried out the risk of bias analysis.

RESULTS
Data Extraction
The lead reviewer extracted the following information from each article selected;
1. Study details; authors, date and country where study conducted.
2. Participant details; number, gender balance and mean age.
3. Method
4. Outcomes found to impact/not impact on aggression and frequency of aggression.
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Figure One: Flowchart of Article Selection

# of records
identified through
database
screening=1181

# of records
identified through
other sources= 77

# of records after
duplicates
removed=713

# of records
excluded=529

# of records
screened= 713

# of full text articles
assessed for
eligibility=184

# of full text articles
excluded =128

# of articles
included in
qualitative
synthesis=55

Reasons for exclusion were the article not translated to English (1), incorrect study design (54),
wrong participant population (51) and incorrect outcomes measured (22).
Taking together the initial electronic searches and subsequent additional references gleaned from
these studies, a total of 55 articles were included in the final review. Figure One displays the
flowchart further expanding this. All articles were written in English and Table One summarises the
main characteristics of the studies included. The total number of participants in all searches was
216,134 ranging from 13 participants (Orengo, Kunik, Ghusn and Yudofsky, 1997) to 205284
participants (Leonard, Tinetti, Allore and Drickamer, 2006). The mean number of participants across
the 55 studies was 247 (Leonard et al, 2006 was excluded as an outlier whilst calculating this figure).
The research was carried out in a variety of countries (30 in the USA, 7 in the UK, 4 in Canada, 2 in
Norway, Sweden, Japan, Netherlands and Switzerland and 1 each for Taiwan, Australia, China and
Europe/USA).
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Thirty of studies used participants who were living in a residential or hospital setting, with the
remaining 25 articles basing their findings in community settings. Of the 45 studies that specified
the gender split in their sample, 38 had a higher proportion of females to males. The seven studies
that had a higher proportion of male participants included five where the participants were
attending or living in a Veteran’s Clinic (Flynn, Cummings and Gornbein ,1991; Hwang, Tsai, Yang, Liu
and Lirng, 1999; Kunik, Snow et al, 2010; Orengo, Kunik, Molinari, Wristers and Yudofsky, 2002; Tsai,
Hwang, Yang and Liu, 1996) and one was specifically looking at the effects of male hormones on
male behaviour (Orengo, Kunik, Ghusn and Yudofsky, 1997). Only one other study (Aarsland,
Cummings, Yenner and Miller,1996) had a higher proportion of male to female participants and this
was only by one.
Overall, articles with larger sample sizes, validated measuring tools and no overreliance on opinion
as the main data source were rated as having a lower risk of bias.

Data Synthesis
The studies selected were not sufficiently homogeneous in terms of design and outcomes in order
for a meta-analysis to be conducted. There was also a mixture of quantitative and qualitative data,
sometimes within the same article. Therefore, a systematic narrative review was undertaken to
explain the findings of the included studies. This narrative explores the predictive nature of
demographic, physical and behavioural factors in assessing the likelihood of aggression and violence
in individuals with dementia and is supplemented with tables summarising the methodology and
outcomes of the search.
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Table 1: Extracted Data
Author, Publication

Participants(N, Setting

Year, Country

gender, age)

Study Design

Risk Assessment

Summary of Findings

Rating
(High/Medium/Low)

Aarsland, D.;

N=75

Outpatients of

Cummings, J. L.;

Males=38

a dementia

Yenner, G.; Miller,

Females=37

clinic

B. 1996

Correlational research

Frequency of aggression
33% showed verbal aggression, 17%

Following measures taken:


Mean Age=75

M

United States

physical/threats of physical violence.

Dementia Severity

35% showed one of the above or

(Global Deterioration

both.

Scale)


Aggression

Factors impacting on aggression

(Behavioural

Psychosis was the only predicting

Pathology in

factor.

Alzheimer’s Disease


Rating Scale)

Factors not impacting on aggression

Depression (Hamilton

No significant differences between

Depression Rating

violent and non-violent group with

Scale)

depression, age, education or
gender.

Almvik, R;

N=82

Geriatric

Observation study using Staff

Rasmussen, K;

Males=36

psychiatric

Observation Aggression
14

L

Frequency of aggression

Woods, P

Females=46

wards and

2006

Mean age=82

Special Care

(39%) of the patients were reported

Units for

to be violent. One patient was

patients with

responsible for 68 incidents while

dementia

seven had generated between ten

Norway

Scale-Revised (SOAS-R)

During the three-month study 32

and 21.

Factors impacting on aggression
19 (59.4%) males and 13 (40.6%)
females in the 210 incidents which is
statistically significant. Males were
three times more likely to show
aggression.
Percentage of violent incidents was
the same for both settings, although
the severity was significantly higher
in the geriatric setting.
Predicting Factors in order of
likelihood of causing aggression:
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Being denied something



Bath/shower situations
(most common in nursing
home setting)



Verbal communication

Factors not impacting on aggression
Time of day was not a factor.

Almvik, R; Woods,

N=82

Geriatric

The Brøset Violence Checklist

P; Rasmussen, K

Males=36

psychiatric

(BVC) used as a predictive

For any aggressive acts recorded

2007

Females=46

wards and

measure alongside

using SOAS-R, 74.6% of patients had

Norway

Mean age=82

Special Care

observation study using Staff

a BVC score of above 2; risk of

Units for

Observation Aggression

violence high (0 being not aggressive

patients with

Scale-Revised (SOAS-R)

at all, 6 being maximum). This is

dementia

M

Frequency of aggression

highly significant.
Factors impacting on aggression
The highest rating items on the BVC
that preceded aggression were:
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Irritability (83%)



Confusion (48%)



Verbal Aggression (46%)



Physically Threatening (38%)



Boisterousness (37%)



Attacking Objects (19%)

The predictive power of the BVC for
aggressive acts was significant.

Beck, C., Frank, L.

Males=20%

Nursing homes

Chumbler, N.R.,

Females=80%

weeks (by nursing assistants):

Being married, cognitive decline was

O'Sullivan, P.

Mean age=82

-Disruptive Behaviour Scale

significantly correlated with physical

(DBS) which was calculated

aggression. Depression was linked

every two weeks

with verbal aggression

Vogelpohl, T.S.,
Rasin, J. Walls, R.

Measures taken over 48

M

Factors impacting on aggression

-Demographic details

and Baldwin, B.
1998
United States

Every 8 weeks:

Factors not impacting on aggression

Mini Mental State

Age, gender, health status

Examination
Activities of Daily Living Scale

Bridges-Parlet, S;

N=20

Knopman, D;

Males=7

Examination

Thompson, T

Females=13

Timewand Observation

Mean Age=77

(handheld scanner where a

1994
United States

Nursing homes

Mini Mental State

H

Frequency of aggression
28 episodes recorded

Factors impacting on aggression

selection of events which are



Verbal aggression

barcoded are scanned)



Non-compliance

Ryden Aggression Scale; diary

However, in majority of cases were

method of recording

no unusual behaviours.
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Physical assaults most likely
during personal care (65%),
client redirection (22%) or
no antecedent (13%).

Factors not impacting on aggression
Medication, cognitive level had no
impact

Burns, A., Jacoby,

N=178

Variety of physiological

R. and Levy, R.

Other data not

measures.

1990d

available.

Stockton Geriatric Rating

M

20% of participants

Scale

United States

Frequency of aggression

Factors impacting on aggression
As severity increased, so did
aggression but at a non-significant
level. Cognitive deterioration was
significantly related to increase in
aggression

Chen, J C.; Borson,

N=125

Care givers had

Interviews with participant

S; Scanlan, J M.

Males=31

applied for

and care giver; demographic

50% of participants showed

2000

Females=94

Social Service

information, clinical and

aggression (the third most common

Mean Age=81

assistance

medical history.

behavioural symptom).

United States
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M

Frequency of aggression

Mini Mental State

Factors impacting on aggression

Examination, Cognitive

Asian and Hispanic participants

Abilities Screening Inventory

showed greatest levels of

and other cognitive measures

behavioural symptoms

were used.
Factors not impacting on aggression
No link with age, gender, education,

using Behavioural Pathology

medical history (aggression

in Alzheimer’s Disease Rating

specifically reduced with age but

Scale (BEHAVE-AD)

was not at a significant level).

Cohen-Mansfield,

N=408

Marx and

Males=92

Cohen-Mansfield Agitation

Severity of dementia and impacts on

Rosenthal 1990

Females=316

Inventory

daily living were both positively

Mean Age=85

Brief Cognitive Rating Scale

associated with aggression

United States

Nursing Home

Behaviours were assessed

Staff completed:

M

Factors impacting on aggression

Rapid Disability Rating Scale
Factors not impacting on aggression
Severity of dementia did not have a
relationship with verbal aggression.

Cohen-Mansfield

N=200

Senior Day Care

Longitudinal (2 years)

and Werner

Males=68

Centres

Self-report, staff and relative

1998 a

Females=132

(funded).

ratings, medical

Mean Age=80

examinations.

M

Frequency of aggression
Increased over time

Factors impacting on aggression
19

United States

-Aggressive behaviour was

Males were more physically

recorded by staff and

aggressive.

relatives using CohenMansfield Agitation Inventory

Overall, lower levels of cognitive

for Community (CMAI-C)

functioning were the only

-Cognitive functioning was

statistically significant predicting

measured by staff using the

factor for physical aggression

Brief Cognitive Rating Scale

(others went in correct direction,

(BCRS). Raskin

but not statistically significant). For

-Depression Scales was used

staff, same as above found. For

to measure mood by staff

relatives, higher depression and less

and relatives.

social contact were also significant

-Pain, quality of relationships,

for predicting physical aggression.

frequency of social contacts,
medical and demographic

Lower cognitive functioning, poor

information was recorded by

relationships and higher depression

staff.

were predicting factors for verbal
aggression as was poor health.

Cohen-Mansfield, J; N= 104
Werner, P

Senior Day Care

Longitudinal (2 years)

Males=31

Centres

Staff measured

Physical aggression increased over

Females=73

(funded)

-agitation using the Cohen-

time

Mean Age=79
20

M

Frequency of aggression

1998b

Mansfield Agitation Inventory

Factors impacting on aggression

United States

for Community (CMAI-C)

Lowered cognitive function was a

-cognitive functioning was

significant indicator of increased

measured using the Brief

physical aggression.

Cognitive Rating Scale (BCRS).
-pain using Short Form McGill

Factors not impacting on aggression

Pain

Depression.

Questionnaire

Type of dementia and
medical condition was
diagnosed by a medical
professional.

Cooper, J. K.,

Not available

Mungas, D. and

Alzheimer’s

Retrospective study of

referral centres

demographic and medical

Decline of cognitive ability was

data and Mini Mental State

associated with increase in anger.

Examination scores. Looked

Male gender was also associated.

Weiler, P. G.
1990

M

Factors impacting on aggression

for the link between these

United States

factors and difficult

Factors not impacting on aggression

behaviours including anger.

Education and duration of illness

Deutsch, L. H.,

N=181

Research clinic

Data was collected at the

Bylsma, F. W.,

Males=70

at University

clinic every 6 months over a
21

M

Frequency of aggression

Rovner, B. W.,

Females=111

period of up to 5 years for

30% were reported to show

Steele, C. and

Mean age=66

some participants. Summary

aggressive behaviour

Folstein, M. F.

at onset

notes were assessed for

1991
United States

episodes of aggression and

Factors impacting on aggression

psychosis.

Prevalence of delusions and
misidentifications was significantly
higher in those with aggression

Factors not impacting on aggression
Demographic factors

Duxbury, J.;

Not available.

Nursing homes

Staff Interviews (One-to-one)

Pulsford, D.; Hadi,

All had

with dementia

Relative Focus Groups.

M.; Sykes, S.

dementia and

wards

2013
United Kingdom

H

Factors impacting on aggression
Three main themes were extracted:
1. Internal: Frustration/Illness

lived in

Data was analysed using

residential

content analysis

2. Environment: lack of
personal space

care.

3. Interpersonal: poor
communication/personal
care needs/

Eastley, R; Wilcock,

N=262

Non-

Carer completed following:

K.

Male=90

institutional

Mini-Mental State

Female=172

settings in the

Examination

Mean Age=72

community

M

Frequency of aggression
52% showed aggressive behaviour.

Factors impacting on aggression
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1997

Stockton Geriatric Rating

United Kingdom

Scale (SGRS)

Men were significantly more likely
to be physically aggressive (no
difference in verbal aggressiveness).

Medical Information

Dysphasia and dyspraxia were

Recorded

significantly liked to physical
aggressiveness.
Gender and dyspraxia had most
predictive value.

Factors not impacting on aggression
No significant differences for MMS
or age.
Dementia

Qualitative research.

1997

Special Care

Interviews with nursing staff

Providing physical care, in particular

United Kingdom

Unit

were analysed using content

showering. Touch, presence of other

analysis.

residents and invasion of space were

Farrell Miller, M.

Not specified.

M

Factors impacting on aggression

also mentioned.

Flynn, FG,

N=33

Outpatients of

Measures included:

Cummings, JL.,

Males=66

veterans

Behavioural Pathology In

Was a significant relationship

Gornbein, J.

Females=3

hospital

Alzheimer’s Disease Rating

between declining cognition and

Scale

aggression. Those with delusions

Mean age=69

23

M

Factors impacting on aggression

1991

Mini Mental State

were more likely to show

United States

Examination

aggression.

Medical and demographic
data was also collected

Gilley DW, Wilson

N=229

RS, Beckett LA,

Males=42%

telephone and completed a

28% of participants showed

Evans DA

Females=58%

structured interview once a

aggression during the 52 weeks

Mean age=73

week for 52 weeks to talk

1997

Community

United States

Care giver spoke on the

H

Frequency of aggression

about any aggressive

Factors impacting on aggression

behaviours in the preceding 7

Delusions significantly increased the

days.

risk of aggression. Hallucinations

Medical and demographic

also did, but not at a significant

data was recorded.

level.

Mini Mental State
Examination.

Gormley, N;

N=70

Psychiatry

Rizwan, M. R.;

Male=25

Service referrals Rating Scale for Aggressive

Over a three-day period, 44% of

Lovestone, S 1998

Female=45

(living in

Behaviour (RAGE)

individuals were rated as having

Mean Age=78

community,

Hamilton Rating Scale for

shown aggression

United Kingdom

residential

Carer completed following:

H

Frequency of aggression

Depression (HRSD)

home, long stay

Factors impacting on aggression

ward)
24

Clinical Dementia Rating

Delusions and Activity Disturbance
predicted aggression.

scale (CDR)

Delusions were only independent
Mini-Mental State

predictor.

Examination
Factors not impacting on aggression
Age, gender, depression and
severity of illness

Gozalo, P; Prakash,

N=123

Residential

Bathing Without A Battle

S; Qato, D M.;

Male=44%

Dementia

(BWAB) intervention was

impacting on aggression

Sloane, P D.; Mor,

Female=66%

Special Care

randomly allocated in

Statistically significant declines in

Mean Age=85

Units

matched pairs design.

verbal and physical aggression were

DV=verbal/physical

found with use of intervention.

V

2014

United States

H

Frequency of aggression/Factors

aggression measured using
Care Recipient Behaviour
Assessment (CAREBA).

Hamel, M.; Gold, D. N=213
P.; Andres, D.; Reis,

Males=85

M.; Dastoor, D.;

Females=128

Grauer, H.;
Bergman, H.

Community

Hierarchic Dementia Scale

based

(HDS) was used to assess

57% of individuals with dementia

dementia severity.

displayed some aggressive

Mean Age=75

M

Frequency of Aggression

behaviour.
Care givers questioned using
Ryden Aggression Scale (RAS),
25

Factors impacting on aggression

1990

General Health Questionnaire

Being told to do something.

Canada

(GHQ), Burden Interview,

Premorbid levels of aggression.

Social Interaction
Questionnaire and the NEO

Factors not impacting on aggression

Personality Inventory.

Caregiver demographics and
personality. Cognitive decline.

Hwang, J. P.; Tsai,

N=167

Geriopsychiatric Mini Mental State

S. J.; Yang, C. H.;

Males=118

ward

Examination

Were more likely to show physical

Liu, K. M.; Lirng, J.

Females=49

of Veterans

Presence of Persecutory

aggressive behaviour if persecutory

Mean Age= 74

General

Delusions

delusions experienced with 40% of

F.

1999

Hospital

Taiwan
Isaksson, U.,

N=450

Astrom, S.,

Males=44%

Sandman, P. and

Females=66%

Karlsson, S.
2008
Sweden

M

Mean age=83

Nursing homes

Factors impacting on aggression

responses
High and low risk wards were

M

Frequency of aggression

compared.

15% displayed aggressive behaviour

Rating scale was

Factors impacting on aggression

administered and was

Male gender, other

completed for week prior to

behavioural/psychological

collection.

symptoms (e.g. depression,
psychosis), residents needing help

The Multi-Dimensional
Dementia Assessment Scale

26

with dressing, low job satisfaction

(MDDAS) and Geriatric Rating

and issues with psychological

Scale was used.

satisfaction of carers.

Demographic details and job
satisfaction of staff were
collected.

Isaksson, U.;

N=309

Community

Structured interview with

Graneheim, U. H.;

Males=90

Group Home

care home staff regarding

32% showed violent behaviour in

Astrom, S.;

Females=219

setting

violent behaviour and

the preceding week.

Karlsson, S.
2011
Sweden

Mean Age=82

H

Frequency of aggression

situations preceding it.
Demographic data and

Factors impacting on aggression

severity of dementia

Males, anti-psychotic treatment and

measured.

decline in orientation were factors
linked to violent behaviour.
Under treatment of pain was
another identified factor.
Most common preceding situation
was help with intimate care (e.g.
dressing, bathing, using toilet).

Factors not impacting on aggression
Physical exercise had lowest impact
27

Karlin, Bradley E.;

N=64

Community

Staff Training in Assisted

Visnic, S; McGee, J

No other data

Living Centres

Living Residences (STAR)

S; Teri, L

available

for Veterans

intervention used

2014
United States

M

Frequency of aggression
Reduced after intervention

(psychosocial preventative

Factors impacting on aggression

measure) which codes

Use of STAR VA reduced frequency

problematic behaviours and

and severity of aggression. Also

responds individually to

anxiety and depression (linked to

them.

aggression also)

Cognitive function measured
using The Blessed
OrientationMemory-Concentration Test
(BOMC).
Functioning, anxiety and
depression also measured.

Keene, J. Hope, T.

N=88

Fairburn, C.G.,

Mean age (of

mortem. Carers interviewed

96% showed persistent or severe

Jacoby, R. Gedling,

dementia

using:

aggression

onset)=73

Present Behavioural

K. and. Ware, CJD.
1999
United Kingdom

Community

Longitudinal Study until post

M

Frequency of aggression

Examination used as

Factors impacting on aggression

interview every 4 months.

Personal care, delusions,

28

Mini Mental State

Factors not impacting on aggression

Examination

Gender, age of onset, age of death

Past Behavioural History
Interview
Eight types of aggressive
behaviour were assessed.

Ko, A; Takasaki, K;

Long term care

Questionnaire for nurses and

Chiba, Y; Fukahori,

hospitals

other professional care

75% of staff had experienced

givers.

physical aggression.

H; Igarashi, A;

M

Frequency of Aggression

Takai, Y;
Factors impacting on aggression

Yamamoto-Mitani,
N

Personal care giving, certain physical

2012

conditions.

Japan
Factors not impacting on aggression
gender

Kunik, M E..; Snow,

N=215

Outpatient

Longitudinal study over 24

A. L; Davila, J A.;

Male=205

records of

months with interviews and

McNeese, T.;

Female=10

Veterans

telephone contact at regular

Mean Age=76

Administration

intervals.

Steele, A;
Balasubramanyam,

M

Frequency of aggression
88 showed aggressiveness.

Factors impacting on aggression

department,

Increased dementia severity was

flyers, radio

one factor
29

V; Doody, R;

ads. Lived in

Ryden Aggression Scale was

More likely to be admitted to

Schulz, Pl E.;

community

used to establish no

nursing home, similar use of

Kalavar, J.; Walder,

with recent

aggression at baseline.

medication at baseline, but

dementia

Dementia Rating Scale.

increased for aggressive group.

A M. .; Morgan, R
O.

diagnosis and

2010

United States

More risk of injury once aggressive

no aggressive

DV Cohen-Mansfield

symptoms.

Aggression Inventory. Nursing

behaviour shown.

home placement, harm to

Factors not impacting on aggression

self/others, use of restraints,

Use of health services

use of medication and
healthcare access were also
measured.

Lachs, M.;

N=747

Bachman, R.;

Other data not

reasons why police were

Were 71 instances by 36 individuals.

Williams, C. S.;

available

called to nursing homes for

70% in common areas.

O'Leary, J. R.

Nursing homes

Descriptive statistics of

M

Frequency of aggression

resident to resident assault.
Factors impacting on aggression

2007
United States

30



Unprovoked



Invasion of space



Male unbonding



Resource shortage



Breaking Point

Leonard, R. Tinetti, N=205284

Nursing home

Minimum data set

L

Factors impacting on aggression

M.E. ; Allore, H.G.

Males=24%

(demographic and medical

Depression had the highest

Drickamer, M.A.

Females=76%

details)

significant impact on aggression.

2006

Mean age=84

Delusions, hallucinations and
constipation also did.

United States

Factors not impacting on aggression
Respiratory/ urinary infections,
fever, pain and time spent doing
recreational activities had no
significant impact.

Lopez OL, Becker

N=113

Hospital

Review of records including

M

Factors impacting on aggression

JT, Brenner RP,

Other data not

patients

extensive medical and

60% of patients with

Rosen J, Bajulaiye

available

psychiatric assessments

delusions/hallucinations showed
aggressive behaviour which is

OI, Reynolds CF.

significant.

1991
United States
Lyketsos, C G.;

N=541

Community

Battery of physical tests,

Steele, C; Galik, E;

Male=224

residing

Cornell Scale for Depression

Rosenblatt, A; et

Female= 317

M

Frequency of aggression
79 participants demonstrated
aggressive behaviour.

31

al., 1999

Mean Age=72

in Dementia and Mini Mental
State Examination.

United States

Factors impacting on aggression


Aggression in the last 2 weeks
was recorded.

Increased severity of
dementia



Increased severity of
depression



Male gender



Increased impairment in
daily living



Delusions, hallucinations,
sleep disorders

Factors not impacting on aggression
Age, education, type of dementia,
general health did not have an
impact.

Lyketsos, C.G.,

N=329

Community

Medical status recorded by

Steinberg, M.

Male=123

residents

physician.

24% of participants showed

Tschanz, J.T,

Female=206

Clinical Dementia Rating

aggression

Mean age=84

measured severity of disease.

Norton, M.C.
Steffens, D.C. and

Neuropsychiatiric Inventory
measured behaviours
32

M

Frequency of aggression

Factors impacting on aggression

Breitner.S. 2000

including aggression and

Severity of dementia had a

United States

delusions.

significant impact.

Factors not impacting on aggression
Type of dementia

Menon, A.S,

N=1101

Newly admitted

Mini Mental State

Gruber-Baldini A.I.

Males=300

residents to

examination

10.5% of residents showed physical

et al., 2001

Females=687

nursing homes

Blessed Dementia Scale

and verbal aggression

United States

Mean Age=82

M

Frequency of Aggression

Confusion Assessment
Method (to assess delirium)

Factors impacting on aggression

Cornell Scale (to assess

Unmarried (highly significant),

depression)

depression (highly significant), three

Psychogeriatric Dependency

or more health issues (significant),

Rating Scale; Behaviour

more severe cognitive impairment

Subscale

(significant). Males and younger

Katz Activities of Daily Living

residents were also more likely to

Scale

show physical aggression but not at
a significant level.

Mooney, P; Nicell,
P. L

Not available

Five special

Comparison of centres with

care units; two

outside and no outside space

Outside space reduced violence by

with outside

by observation by nurses over

19%, If no outside space, increased

1 year period.

by 681%.
33

M

Factors impacting on aggression

1992

space, three

Canada

without.

PAMIE behaviour rating test
used by nurses.

Morgan, D. G.;

Mean age=84

Nursing Homes

Nursing aides were given a

Stewart, N. J.;

Other data not

in rural areas

questionnaire.

D'Arcy, C.; Forbes,

available

comparing

M

Frequency of aggression
SCU=65% assaulted
Non SCU=73% assaulted

Special Care

D.; Lawson, J.
2005
Canada

Units for

Factors impacting on aggression

dementia with

A permanent position and increased

non SCU

job strain were statistically
significant factors.
Factors not impacting on aggression
No significant difference in risk of
assault in either facility (was higher
in non). Level of preparedness for
working with those with dementia
reduced risk.

Nursing Homes

Nursing aides completed a

Cammer, A;

in rural areas

structured diary outlining

89% reported being physically

Stewart, N J.;

with Special

combative events

assaulted once or more in the last

Morgan, D G.;

Not available

Care Units for

H

Frequency of aggression

month
34

Crossley, M;

dementia and

D'Arcy, C; Forbes, D

non SCU

Factors impacting on aggression
Personal care was the most frequent

A.; Karunanayake,

preceding event (bathing, dressing,

C 2012

changing position)

Canada

Majority of incident occurred
between 6am-12pm

Factors seen to be risks (in order of
importance):


Cognitive functioning



Not wanting personal care



Bed related issues



Agitation



Mood



Pain



Resident’s personality



Other/don’t know

No relationship between number of
beds, or type of unit.
35

Nagaratnam, N.;

N=90

Community

Mini Mental State

Lewis-Jones, M.;

Males=41

health service

Examination

59% demonstrated aggression

Scott, D.; Palazzi, L.

Females=49
Interview with

Factors impacting on aggression

relative/caregiver

Severity of dementia

1998

Mean Age=74

Australia

H

Frequency of aggression

Clinical Dementia Rating Scale

O'Leary, D.; Jyringi,

N=198

Alzheimer

Care giver completed

D.; Sedler, M.

Males=65

Disease

questionnaires on:

2005

Females=133

Assistance

Mean Age=79

Centre

United States



Cohen-Mansfield

M

Frequency of aggression
25% showed aggression against care
givers

Agitation Inventory


Demographic details

Factors impacting on aggression



Questions about

Later stages of dementia, depression

conduct disorder

and a history of conduct problems

when young

were all significant indicators of

Presence/absence of

aggression



aggression


Activities of daily

Factors not impacting on aggression

living

No significant difference between

Medical records were also
assessed

36

genders or type of dementia.

Mini Mental State
Examination and Geriatric
Depression Scale were
completed

Orengo, C. A.;

N=13

Medical Centre

Overt Aggression Scale (OAS)

Kunik, M. E.;

All Male

inpatient unit

Cohen-Mansfield Agitation

with physical aggression on both

Ghusn, H.;

Mean age=77

or nursing

Inventory (CMAI).

scales.

home care unit

Demographic details were

Yudofsky, S. C.

L

Testosterone significantly correlated

recorded.

1997

Blood test used to measure

United States

testosterone.

Orengo, C; Kunik,

N=50

Attendees at

Aggression measured using

M E.; Molinari, V;

All male

Veterans Affairs

Overt Aggression Scale (OAS),

Testosterone levels were positively

Wristers, K;

Mean Age=77

Medical Centre.

the Overt Agitation Severity

correlated with aggression and

Residential

Scale (OASS) and the Cohen-

oestrogen was negatively

home and

Mansfield Agitation Inventory

correlated.

community

(CMAI).

Yudofsky, S C.
2002
United States

residents

L

Factors impacting on aggression

However, this only accounts for 21%
Psychiatric measures were
taken using Neuropsychiatric
Inventory (NPI), Mini-Mental
State Examination (MMSE)
37

of the effect.

and the Dementia Rating
Scale (DRS).

Medical burden was
measured using Cumulative
Illness Rating Scale (CIRS) and
various demographic details
were taken.

Hormone levels were tested
using blood samples.

Paveza GJ, Cohen

N=184

Alzheimer

Measures taken:

D, Eisdorfer C,

Males=34%

patient registry

Mini Mental State

Freels S, Semla T,

Females=66 %

Examination

Mean age=75

Activities of Daily Living

Factors impacting on aggression

Demographic details of

Caregiver depression; 3 x more likely

participants and caregivers

to be aggression. Those living with

Centre for Epdemiologic

family other than spouse were also

Studies-Depression Scale

more than 3 x likely to exhibit

(CES-D)

aggression.

Ashford JW,
Gorelick P,
Hirshman R,
Luchins D, Levy P
1991
United States

M

Frequency of aggression
17% reported violence

Conflict Tactics Scale
Factors not impacting on aggression
38

Participant variables, cognitive
ability, functional impairment

Ryden, M. B.

N=183

Living in the

Pilot study of Ryden

M

Frequency of aggression

1988

Males=84

community

Aggression Scale.

65% of participants showed some

United States

Females=99

attending

Care givers responded to

form of aggression (46% physical

Mean age=71

dementia clinics

three- part questionnaire.

aggression)

1. Demographic data
2. RAS

Factors Impacting on aggression

3. Historical aggression

Significant relationship between
prior aggression and current
aggression.
Interpersonal interaction, daily living
and emotional states were the three
situational factors most likely to preempt aggression. Caregiver
aggression had a positive
relationship with participant
aggression. Dusk was the time of
day with most aggressive events.

Factors not impacting on aggression
Gender
39

Schriner, A.S.

N=391

Nursing Home

Staff measured:

M

2001

Males=20%

Cohen Mansfield Agitation

Increased severity of cognition and

Japan

Females=80%

inventory

being male were all highly significant

Mean age=83

Factors impacting on aggression

for physical aggression. Increased
Demographic data

age showed more aggression but
not at a significant level. Personal

Resistance to care was rated

care was seen as the most likely
event to cause aggression.

Qualitative data was
gathered on most difficult

Factors not impacting on aggression

behaviours to deal with

Was no difference with the genders
for verbal aggression

Shah, A

N=67

Psychiatric Unit

All incidents of aggression

1995

No other data

attached to a

were recorded

12 patients displayed aggressive

teaching

retrospectively over a 3-year

behaviour (18%).

hospital

period.

United Kingdom

M

Frequency of aggression

Factors not impacting on aggression
Demographic details were

No statistically significant links were

recorded.

found with age, gender, race or type
of dementia.

Somboontanont,

N=73

W., Sloane, P.D.

Male=22%

Residential Care Videoed for 2/3 shower
episodes.
40

M

Frequency of aggression

Floyd, F.J.,

Female=78%

Residents and carers

18 residents displayed aggressive

Holditch-Davis, D.,

Mean age=90

behaviour was coded.

behaviour

Physical environment was

Hogue, C. and
Mitchell, M.M.
2004
United States

assessed.

Factors impacting on aggression

Demographic data was

Spraying water with no prompt,

recorded.

touching certain areas of the body,
being too hurried, talking
disrespectfully to resident and
calling the resident’s name all had
significant results.

Factors not impacting on aggression
Physical environment and
restraining resident.

Swearer, J. M.;

N=126

Attenders at a

Telephone interview with

Drachman, D. A.;

Males=45%

dementia clinic

care giver regarding

51% showed angry outbursts and

Odonnell, B. F.;

Females=65%

behaviours shown.

21% showed violent or assaultive

Mean Age=69

Clinical diagnosis and

behaviour.

Mitchell, A. L.
1987
United States

M

Frequency of Aggression

dementia severity were
assessed by clinicians.

Factors Impacting on Aggression
Severity of dementia had statistically
significant impact. Decrease in

41

Mini Mental State

cognitive abilities had a significant

Examination and Blessed

impact too. Anxiety was found to

Dementia Scale were used.

have a significant correlation with
angry outbursts.

Factors Not Impacting on
Aggression
Type of dementia, gender, age,
education, depression

Talerico, K.A.,

N=405

Evans, L.K. and

Males=17%

Dependency Rating Scale

Depression, impaired

Strumpf, N.E.

Females=83%

(PGDRS)

communication, physical restraint

Mean age=85

Cornnell Scale for Depression

use, and low- and high-dose

in Dementia (CSDD)

antipsychotic drug use were

Mini Mental State

positively correlated.

2002

Nursing home

United States

The Psychogeriatric

M

Factors impacting on aggression

Examination
Medication records

Tsai, S; Hwang, J;
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Frequency of Aggression
This was measured in 24 of the 56 studies as a percentage of aggressive behaviours exhibited by
people living with dementia at some point during the study, and ranged from 10% (Menon, GruberBaldini et al., 2001) to 96% (Keene, Hope et al., 1999). The mean percentage of participants
demonstrating aggressive behaviour in all of the studies was 40%. It is worth noting that the Keene,
Hope et al (1999) study was a longitudinal piece of research which followed participants from the
onset of dementia until death, compared to the Menon, Gruber-Baldini et all (2001) study which
measured the number of aggressive acts from those newly admitted to a residential home,
suggesting the severity of dementia was less. Also, in the first study, it was family members acting as
carers who recorded the frequency of aggressive acts as opposed to health care professionals in the
latter case; a professional may be less likely to rate something as aggressive thus skewing the results
(Keene, Hope et al, 1999).
Factors Impacting/Not Impacting on Aggression
In summarising the data, 52 different factors were found to have an impact/no impact on aggression
(see table two). These were grouped into eight overarching categories (Comorbid Mental Health,
Demographic Data, Facility Characteristics, Health Issues, Communication/interaction with
Caregiver, Mood/Personality, Direct effects of Dementia and Caregiver Features).

Table 2: Summary of Extracted Data Showing Number of Occasions Factors Identified Impactied on
Aggression
Factor

Impact

Comorbid Mental

Psychosis/delusions/hallucinations

12

Health

Depression

9

4

Anti-psychotic medication

4

1

Anxiety

1

Demographic

Age

4

12

Data

Gender

9

14

Education

No Impact

6

Married

2

4

Ethnicity

1

1
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Facility

Lack of outdoor space

Characteristics

Type of facility

Health Issues

1
3

Lack of personal space

4

Time of day

2

Other residents

2

Resource shortage

1

Use of restraints

1

Breaking point

1

1

1

Recreation

2

Physical environment

2

Increased testosterone

2

Sleep disturbance

2

Overall health status

4

5

Pain

3

1

Constipation

1

1

Risk of injury

1

Communication/

Personal Care

11

interaction with

Denied request

1

caregivers

Being asked to do something/non-

6

compliance
Personal needs not met

1

Less social contact

2

Premorbid personality

6

Mood

3

Verbal aggression

3

Frustration

1

Attacking objects

1

Direct effects of

Cognitive decline

13

4

dementia

Severity of dementia

9

1

Impact on daily living

7

1

Communication Issues

6

Mood/Personality

Type of dementia

5
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Realisation of decline

1

Later onset

1

Dyspraxia

1

Duration of dementia
Caregiver features

1

Caregiver negative behaviour

4

Caregiver job satisfaction

3

Lack of staff training

3

Permanent staff

1

Caregiver depression

1

Caregiver demographics

1

Not living with spouse but with

1

1

other family

Comorbid Mental Health
Comorbid mental health was investigated 31 times across the 55 articles as a possible causal factor
of aggression in those living with dementia. Psychotic symptoms (delusions/hallucinations) were
found to have a relationship in 100% of cases where studied. Anxiety had the same percentage
score, but was only looked at in one article (Swearer, Drachman, Odonnell and Mitchell, 1987). Being
prescribed anti-psychotic medication (which would suggest the individual is exhibiting psychotic
symptoms) was found to have a relationship in 80% of cases. Depression was the most studied
comorbid mental health issue, but there were contradictory findings. However, 69% of articles that
included depression found it was a factor linked to aggression.
Demographic Data
The only piece of demographic data that was found to have 100% consistency across all articles that
investigated it was level of education which had no predictive effect on aggression. In 75% of articles
investigating age as a factor it was found to have no predictive merit in terms of aggression. Gender
was the most studied demographic factor with 23 articles investigating its predictive ability. 61% of
the articles looking at this found there was no relationship, but of the 39% that did find it predicted
aggression, it was always male gender that did so. Marital status was also found to not have a
predictive impact on aggression, with 66% of cases finding no link whether the individual was
married or not. Of the two did find a link, these contradicted one another, with one study finding
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marriage increased the chance of aggression (Beck et al, 1998), and another finding being unmarried
increased aggression (Menon, Gruber-Baldini et al., 2001). Only two studies directly looked at
ethnicity as a predicting factor (Chen, Borson and Scanlan, 2000; Shah, 1995) with each finding

contradictory evidence.
Facility Characteristics
Thirty of the studies included in the review took place in hospitals and other residential settings and
the features of the location were found to have various impacts (or lack of impact) on behaviour.
Lack of personal space had the largest number of studies suggesting that it may have a link with
aggressive behaviour. Conversely, the type of facility (secure units versus regular wards) was found
to have no link to aggression levels. It was found that other residents were a key link to aggression
being displayed in two articles (Farrell Miller,1997; Ryden, 1988). Time of day was found to have a
link with aggression in two articles, but Morgan et al (2012) found morning was the time of day most
associated with aggression compared to Ryden (1988) who found the key time to be dusk.
Recreation opportunities and the physical environment were found to have no link with aggressive
behaviour. Other factors investigated were either only done on a small scale in one or two articles
(resource shortage, reaching ‘breaking point’, lack of outdoor space), or had completely conflicting
findings (use of restraints).
Health Issues
A number of health issues and their links with behavioural problems were investigated across the 55
articles. The participants’ overall health status was the most studied area, although 56% of articles
found there was no link between this and the likelihood of showing aggression. Suffering pain
however was found to have a relationship to aggression in 75% studies. Increased testosterone
levels in males was investigated in two studies by Orengo and colleagues (1997;2002), and in both
cases was found to positively correlate with aggression. Sleep disturbances were also found to have
a link with increased aggression in two separate studies, but in opposing directions. Lyketsos, Steele,
Galik, Rosenblatt et al. (1999) found that decreased sleep had a link with an increase in aggression
whilst Whall, Colling, et al (2008) found that an increase in sleep had the same effect in their study.
Risk of injury was only investigated on one occasion and constipation produced contradictory

results with one study finding it had an impact (Leonard, Tinetti, Allore, Drickamer , 2006) and
the other finding it did not (Volicer, Van der Steen, Frijters, 2009).
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Communication/Interaction with Caregivers
Personal care was the second most studied effect (after psychosis) that found 100% support that
there is a relationship between this everyday care act and aggression. It is worth noting that all
instances that could be defined as communicating with others found 100% agreement across all
articles suggesting this may be a predicting factor of aggression. Participants being asked to do
something they do not wish to was investigated six times, and again found consistent agreement
that there is a relationship between this and aggression. Reduction of social contact, personal needs
not being met and a request being denied were investigated less frequently, but were still found to
have an effect on the display of aggression.
Mood/Personality of Participant
Again, this was a category of behaviours that found 100% agreement, where investigated, in having
a link with aggressive behaviour. Premorbid behaviour was investigated six times and had a positive
relationship, with more aggressive behaviour being exhibited in those individuals who showed
problematic behaviour before the illness going on to develop dementia later in life. Mood, verbal
aggression and frustration were studied less frequently but again were found to have a consistent
impact on the likelihood of aggression being shown.
Direct Effects of Dementia
As previously stated, some of the symptoms of dementia can be used to explain the appearance of
aggressive behaviour in those living with the disorder. Six studies investigated reduced
communication ability and found in all cases there was a link to aggression. Severity of dementia and
impact on daily living were both found to have strong links with 90% and 88% (respectively) of
studies investigating it finding a relationship to an increase in aggressive behaviour. A decline in
cognitive ability was one of the most studied effects with 17 articles investigating this. It was found
to have a link to aggression 76% of the time. At the other end of the scale, 100% of studies that
investigated whether the type of dementia had an impact, found it did not. Other factors were only
studied on one occasion (realisation of decline, later onset, dyspraxia, duration of dementia).
Caregiver Features
Although caregiver features were the least studied category of factors, nearly all of the issues
investigated seemed to have an impact on aggressive behaviour being displayed. Negative behaviour
from the caregiver, low job satisfaction and a lack of training were all found on a number of
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occasions to have a 100% link with aggressive behaviour being shown. Other factors also found a
similar relationship (permanent staff, caregiver depression, not living with spouse), but were only
investigated in one instance. Caregiver demographics were found to have contradictory effects.
Studies finding no predicting factors
Three articles found that there was no particular behaviour shown that preceded the aggressive act.
In two of these studies (Bridges-Parlet, Knopman, Thompson, 1994; Lachs, Bachman, Williams and
O'Leary, 2007) it was the factor reported most often.

DISCUSSION
The findings of this study would indicate there are a number of factors that may, or may not. impact
on the likelihood of an aggressive episode of behaviour being shown by someone living with
dementia. Across 55 studies, 52 factors were investigated in a variety of ways across a variety of
population groups.
Comorbid Mental Health
Evidence of psychosis and subsequently being prescribed anti-psychotic medication were both
suggested by a majority of articles as having a predictive link with aggression. Ballard et al (1995)
found 67% of people living with dementia had experienced at least one psychotic episode (their
sample were nearly all hospitalised, it is worth noting). Only one of the patients had full insight into
their experience, with others either fully or partially experiencing this episode as ‘real’ and acting
upon it. Those with LBD were more likely to suffer from psychotic symptoms, but the actual make-up
of the symptoms was very similar across types of dementia. The most common manifestation of
psychosis were delusions of reference, delusions of theft, phantom boarder syndrome, hallucination
of strangers and delusions of persecution which at least one of occurred in 20% of cases reported. It
can be seen how the latter four types of delusion could lead to an act of aggressiveness, in particular
if the individual is experiencing this as a real event with little insight. Gormley, Rizwan and Lovestone
(1998) looked specifically at the link between psychotic symptoms and aggression and found
delusions of suspiciousness and theft were the two most commonly occurring symptoms in their
sample, and that delusions did correlate significantly with an episode of aggression. They did also
raise the point that pre-morbid suspiciousness may have an impact on this, and pre-morbid
personality traits will be further discussed later. Hwang et al (1999) looked specifically at
persecutory delusions and raised the point that specific types of delusions may be indicators of
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aggression rather than psychotic symptoms as a whole. Jeste and Finkle (2000) found between 30%
and 50% of those with dementia display psychotic symptoms, and are a leading reason for
institutionalisation of that individual.

With psychosis being a commonly experienced symptom of dementia, anti-psychotic medication is
often used to treat the symptoms, but has been found to have limited efficacy (Schneider et al,
2006, Sink Holden and Yaffe, 2005), and can potentially result in death (Huybrechts et al, 2012;
Schneider, Dagerman et al, 2005). Extreme side effects such as postural hypotension and tardive
dyskinesia (Gormley, Rizwan and Lovestone, 1998; Comer, 2010) and more rapid decline in cognitive
symptoms (McShane, 1997) could be other factors to suggest caution in over use of these drugs.
However, the use of atypical anti-psychotics has looked promising, with fewer side effects being
manifested (Jeste and Finkle, 2000).
One potential issue which has recently come to light is the overlap and confusion in the diagnosis of
psychosis and delirium. Delirium refers to a disruption in cognition or attention which has usually
developed over a short period of time (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). The source of this
change in behaviour is usually physical in nature such as a urinary tract or other infection being
contracted by the individual. One article that did consider this as a potential issue was Menon et al
(2001), who found less than 3% of the participants had delirium. Pitka et al (2005) and Hollta et al
(2015) however have both found that delirium is under-diagnosed in those with dementia, and can
be misdiagnosed as psychosis, and Williamson et al (2013) found it was the primary predicting factor
for aggression. As the source of delirium can be an infection which is treatable with antibiotics and
the alternative is anti-psychotic medication, this is clearly an area that needs to be researched
further for the wellbeing of both the individual with dementia, and also that of their carers, if this
could be the source of the aggression being displayed. Another factor which may be misdiagnosed as
psychosis is the perceptual decline experienced by those with dementia. Misidentification of a
person or situation may not be due to psychosis, but simply that visual perception has caused a
problem for the individual.

Depression was found to have an impact on the occurrence of aggression 69% of the times it was
investigated. With figures of up to 50% of dementia sufferers in the community being found to have
depression (Lyketsos et al, 1997; Volicer et al, 2007), this is clearly an important issue. Some have
suggested aggression may be an unusual symptom of depression in dementia (Greenwald et al,
1989) or a mediating factor between dementia and aggression (Lyketsos, 1999), but depression is an
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illness with a high efficacy rate with treatment (Aarsland et al, 1996; Greenwald et al, 1989). The
high prevalence of depression in individuals with Alzheimer’s disease can be expected because
Alzheimer’s disease causes a serotoninergic deficit (Volicer et al, 2007), but early realisation for
those living with dementia of their prognosis could also be a cause of depression, as would any
major traumatic event (Zahodne et al, 2015).

There are prognostic benefits to understanding the relationship between depression and dementia;
those with a lifetime history of depression have an increased number of plaques and tangles which
can be an indication that symptoms (including aggression) may be become more severe more
quickly, and there is also evidence that these same individuals are more at risk of developing
dementia (Zellar et al, 2012). Longitudinal evidence however finds that depression in later life
accompanies declines in cognition rather than preceding it (Menon et al, 2001). One thing that is
clear is that the relationship between depression and dementia (and the subsequent behavioural
problems that may be manifested) is highly complex and is further compounded by the occurrence
of other life events (physical illness/decline, bereavement, change in living circumstances) that some
older adults may face.

There may be a neurobiological mechanism that can explain the links found between aggression and
depression. The reduction in serotonergic activity that accompanies depression has also been found
to increase irritability and impulsiveness which could lead to aggression (Coccaro et al, 1989). With
depression in nursing home residents being underdiagnosed and mistreated for psychosis, this is
clearly an area for concern (Rovner et al, 1991). With the severe side effects that can accompany
anti-psychotic medication, as previously mentioned, this misdiagnosis could be fatal.

Anxiety was only investigated in one article, but was found to have a significant link to aggression.
Those with AD have been found to have higher levels of cortisol than other older adults (Barnes,
2011) and as already mentioned the limbic system, in particular the amygdala, is stimulated when
stressed. With the frontal cortex damaged in those with dementia, this hyper-vigilance may be acted
upon more readily when in a perceived stress situation.

Demographic Features
Only 39% of the times gender was investigated was it found to have an impact on aggression,
however, in all of these cases it was male gender that was linked to aggression. There could be a
number of explanations for this; males are more aggressive in society as a whole through social
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learning (Berkowitz, 1993), so this may manifest itself in those males with dementia. Issaksson et al
(2010) also suggest that males may be more difficult to manage if they do show aggression so may
be over-reported, whilst females may be more likely to show verbal aggression which may be underreported. Another factor is that most carers are female, Zellar et al (2012) report 93% of staff in their
study were female, whilst Diamond (2014) found 80% of care staff are female and this may change
the dynamic of the relationship between male patients and female staff. Finally, as already stated,
male individuals showing aggressive behaviour are reported as being more difficult to manage,
which may result in them being placed in residential care more readily than females. This would
provide a skewed sample of male dementia patients in care homes and hospitals.

Two articles examined the effect of testosterone on aggression in those with dementia (Orengo,
Kunik, Ghusn and Yudofsky, 1997; Orengo, Kunik, Molinari, Wristers and Yudofsky, 2002)
and both found a significant relationship between the two variables. The explanation put forward by
Orengo and colleagues is that the limbic system in the brain is the primary location of receptors for
testosterone (and other hormones), which is also the source of aggressive reactions in humans and
other animals. Usually, the cortical areas of the brain would, as previously mentioned, counteract
these responses, but in those individuals with dementia, a decrease in cortical function is one of the
primary physical characteristics of the disease. This further explains the differences seen in the
genders, with males having higher baseline testosterone levels, coupled with a hormone imbalance
of increased testosterone levels, could further exacerbate any behavioural problems.

Two studies found being married had an impact on aggressive behaviour, but in a contradictory
manner. Beck et al (1996) found being married increased aggression, and it may be postulated that
the abuse existed prior to the disorder, much in the same way pre-exiting personality was found to
have a strong link. Also, having a spouse who lives with you may present an individual with more
opportunity to present aggressive behaviour simply through close proximity, and it may be more
socially acceptable to show aggressive behaviour towards a close relative (Patel and Hope, 1993).
Menon, Gruber-Baldini et al (2001) found that being unmarried also increased aggression, but this
may tie in with the findings that less social support increases aggression (Cohen-Mansfield and
Werner, 1998). Feelings of a lack of support has been found to increase ill health (White, Philgene,
Fine, L. and Sinha, S. (2009) and the chances of reporting depression and anxiety (Grav, Hellzen,
Romild and Stordol, 2011) both of which also have strong links to aggression in those with dementia.
None of the studies in this review found a link between education levels and aggression in dementia,
and recent research has found that there is no link between educational attainment and developing
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dementia. What Brayne et al (2010) did find was that higher educational levels may enable an
individual to cope more effectively with the cognitive and behavioural symptoms of dementia. This
may explain the findings in this review; those with higher education are less likely to need to be
placed in residential care as they, and therefore their carers, are dealing with the consequences of
the disease to be able to avoid this; the cognitive reserve hypothesis. The fact that a higher level of
education is linked to higher socioeconomic status may also have an impact. That there is no link is
unusual in clinical psychology, as there is a relationship between many other mental illnesses and
education/socioeconomic status, which is most comprehensively summed up by the ‘social selection
versus social causation’ debate (Dohrendwend et al, 1992). For certain mental health issues
(schizophrenia for example), having the disorder means you are less likely to do well in school/work
and so will remain in a lower socio-economic grouping; social selection. For other disorders
(depression being an example), being in a lower socio-economic group brings unique stresses which
make the illness more likely to develop; social causation. This does not seem to be the case with
dementia, potentially because it is a disorder that predominately affects older adults once school
and working life are completed.
Ethnicity was only directed investigated in two pieces of research, and the findings were
contradictory. In the vast majority of studies there was a strong Caucasian bias in the populations
used. This was partly due to the bias towards North America and Europe in the published articles in
this review. Only five studies out of a possible 55 were conducted in Asia and Australia and no
studies were carried out in Africa. This would clearly suggest there is a need for a wider range of
research to be carried out globally in this field. It is worth noting that the findings in these studies
were not unusual when compared to the other 50 articles, and that ethnicity was found to have no
impact in one of the pieces of research in this review (Shah, 1995). This may suggest that the ethnic
background of this population has no impact on aggression levels, but is certainly an area that
requires greater analysis.
Age was a widely examined demographic factor in this review but was found to have no relationship
to aggression in 75% of cases where studied. Dementia is highly unlikely to begin before the age of
65, and even after the age of 85 only 20% of individuals will develop the disorder (Alzheimer’s
Society, 2014). Once diagnosed, people with dementia live for 8-10 years on average, regardless of
the age of onset (Alzheimer’s Society, 2014). Severity of dementia and its impact on aggression
would therefore appear to be more of an indicator than age alone.
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Facility Characteristics
As touched upon in the introduction, Boström, Squires, Sales and Estabrooks (2012) and Berry (2007)
both found that individuals in secure care units (SCU) for dementia were more likely to display
aggressive behaviour, which fits within a logical framework; those with the greater behavioural
problems will be more likely to be housed in units better able to deal with their needs. In this review,
however, all three studies found that there was no difference in the amount of aggression shown by
those in SCU or participants in general wards. Morgan et al (2005; 2012) suggest this counterintuitive result may be as a result of the staffing in these wards; more experienced, highly qualified
and confident staff members are more likely to work in SCU settings and may be able to respond to
aggressive behaviour in more appropriate ways, or are less likely to report these events as they see
it as part of their role.

There were contradictory findings in terms of how time of day has a link with aggression; Morgan et
al (2012) found morning was the period most associated with aggression in comparison to Ryden
(1988) who found that time to be dusk. Previous research would concur with Morgan et al (2012)
finding that morning and daytime are the times when aggression is most likely (Patel and Hope,
1993), potentially because more personal care and interactions with residents and staff are more
likely at this stage of the day.
Lack of personal space had a negative impact on aggression 100% of the time it was investigated, as
was lack of outdoor space, other residents and resource shortage. Research has consistently found
that over-crowding, and the resultant effects such as a lack of resources, can result in aggression in
many population groups. This can range from animal research on rats (Calhoun, 1963) to human
prison populations (McCain et al, 1980). Aiello, Headly, & Thompson (1978) looked specifically at
the impact of overcrowding on older adults living in residential care, and again found a link with
increased aggression. Another potential issue linked to this is the increased opportunity for
infectious diseases to circulate around this environment, which may intensify the chance of delirium
being a risk factor, as previously stated.
Health Issues
Sleep disturbances were classified as a physical issue that may have an impact on aggression in
dementia for the purposes of this review. The findings were mixed and are further complicated as
sleep disorder is a symptom of dementia (which can clearly impact on the quality of sleep of an
individual). Iranzo, Santamaria and Tolosa (2009) have found that REM sleep disorder is a common
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occurrence in those with DLB and so common that it is now considered a symptom of some
dementias (Cipriani et al, 2016).
Pain, in particular undiagnosed pain, was found to have a link with increased aggression in 75% of
cases when studied. The decline in the ability to communicate unmet needs and the resultant
frustration will no doubt be linked to this finding which are covered more fully in the ‘Direct Effects
of Dementia’ section.
Overall health status had contradictory findings with 56% of studies that investigated this factor
finding no effect on aggression. One explanation for this contradiction in findings is that health
status can cover a wide variety of ailments, with different severities and long-term outcomes for the
individuals. Beck et al (1998) found more severe health issues reduced aggression; this may be
because the individual is incapacitated and so does not have the capability for aggression. CohenMansfield and Werner (1998) found that poor health increased aggression, but only verbal
aggression. The disparate measures of aggression and what constitutes ill health may explain the
difference in results across the nine articles.
Communication/Interaction with Caregivers
20-40% of individuals with dementia have been found to show aggression during personal care, and
this disruptive and upsetting behaviour may last for hours afterwards (Gozalo et al, 2014). This is
supported by the 11 studies which all found personal care was a possible trigger for aggression. As
physical and cognitive decline worsens the need for this care will also increase, combined with less
understanding of why they are being bathed/showered. Eastley and Wilcock (1997) found dyspraxia
was linked to an increase in aggression. This demonstrates the complex nature of pinpointing
factors that may predict aggression; reduced physical ability leads to more personal care being
required.
The individual’s negative response to personal care is most likely to be an unsuccessful attempt to
communicate an unmet need (Dupois and Luh, 2005), or a protective response to a perceived threat
(Talerico and Evans, 2000). Specific training has been developed to provide care staff with the tools
and knowledge to approach this task such as the “Bathing Without A Battle” (BWAB) training
intervention investigated by Gozalo et al (2014), which found significant declines in verbal and
physical aggression when used. BWAB promotes person-centred, non-coercive techniques which
have the advantage of offering staff clear and practical advice on how to handle this trigger.
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Mood/Personality

All six studies that investigated pre-morbid personality and its impact on aggression found a
relationship; if you were aggressive before the dementia this facet of your personality does not
change. This is supported by a number of studies (Costa and McCrae, 1992; Kolanowski et al, 1997)
which have found disagreeableness throughout an individual’s life is a significant indicator of that
trait later in life. The idea of personality is that it is an enduring trait, and some may even increase as
age increases, disagreeableness being one such example (Whall et al, 2008). This could be an
important mechanism of identifying those with dementia who are at risk of displaying aggressive
behaviour. There are two suggestions as to why disagreeableness should have such a consequence
on those with dementia and their aggressiveness levels. The first is that those with low
agreeableness scores may respond less well to the symptoms of dementia (cognitive impairments,
communication issues and so on), or that the impairment of the cortex will cause disinhibition of
negative behaviours (Archer et al, 2006).

Direct Effects of Dementia
All five studies which investigated the relationship between type of dementia and aggression found
there was no link. This would directly contradict the hypothesis which can be drawn from how the
different types of dementia differently impact on the brain. As previously stated, based on
physiological changes to brain structure, it would be expected that individuals with AD and FTD
would be most likely to display aggression, as the front cerebral hemispheres are areas of the brain
most damaged by the disease (Mega and Cummings, 2001; Foerstl et al 1993; Liu, Miller and Kramer,
2004; Josephs et al, 2011). These are the areas responsible for decision making and higher
functioning (Collins and Koechlin, 2012; Josephs et al, 2011) and for over-riding disinhibition (Raine,
2001; Raine et al, 2000). The knock on effects of neurotransmitter function in the brain for AD and
FTD would also suggest the same prognosis for aggression being displayed (Proctor, Francis,
Stratman and Bowen, 1992; Victorof, Zarow, Mack, Hsu and Chu, 1996; Russo-Neustadt and
Cottman, 1997; Volicer et al, 2009). This is not what is found in this review; there is no difference
between AD, FTD, VaD or DLB and their impact on aggression. This would suggest the underlying
physiology has little impact on the behaviours displayed by the populations studied. As most of the
studies were carried out in residential settings, aggression may have become more common due to
an increase in the severity of the disease, or problematic behaviour being the reason they live in this
setting, regardless of the type of dementia.
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Decline in cognitive ability is the most studied and most well-known symptom of dementia (Holmes,
2012; Raynor et al, 2006), and was found to have an impact on aggressive behaviour in 76% of
occasions it was investigated. It could be argued that aggression is an adaptive response for
individuals who may have memory and language deficits. To give an example, if a care giver is trying
to undress an individual with dementia, the individual may not recognise them, or know what is
happening, or where they are, and respond as most people would when the care giver insists on
continuing; with irritability and ultimately, aggression (Fisher and Swingen, 1997). This behaviour
analysis explanation of aggression in those with dementia explains it in an adaptive and
understandable way, which may help those caring for individuals be aware of this possibility and find
strategies to avoid it. All six studies that investigated communication issues as a possible predicting
factor found it did indeed have an impact. Similarly to a decline in cognition, the frustration an
individual must experience if they cannot make themselves understood could easily become
aggression, so caregivers may wish to be mindful of this if they themselves find this difficult. Both
symptoms worsen as dementia progresses, which would explain why 90% of times this was
investigated in this review it was found to have an impact. In addition to this, as previously
mentioned, physiological changes in the higher cortical areas of the brain will also increase
disinhibition.

Caregiver Features

Four studies found that negative behaviour from a caregiver, ranging from poor communication to
aggression, had an impact on aggression subsequently displayed by those with dementia, and staff
are often aware of how their own behaviour may contribute (Manderson and Schofield 2005;
Duxbury et al, 2013). Gates, Fitzwater and Succop (2003) found that staff who respond with
aggression more likely to be the victim of assault, so this can become a vicious circle of behaviour for
both carer and cared for. This was only examined on four occasions in the articles used in this
review, so is an area that would benefit from more research. As the subject matter is so personal
and socially taboo, it would be surprising if this behaviour were not more common than reported.

Low job satisfaction and perceived lack of training were both found to have a relationship with an
increase in aggression in all studies investigating these factors. This may be linked to the subsequent
negative behaviour that may be displayed by the care giver, but also to a high turnover of staff and
more poorly qualified/experienced staff being employed (Morgan et al, 2005; 2012). A knowledge
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deficit may have considerable effects on the carers behaviour. Attribution theory (Heider, 1958)
proposes that individuals attribute their own failings on external factors (long hours; aggressive
resident), whereas other people’s negative behaviours are caused by internal factors (the resident is
a moody person). This process is known as fundamental attribution error (FAE) and may explain why
frustration and negativity can be displayed by the carer. With training and education on the
symptoms of dementia, this ‘moody’ resident should be better understood as someone who is most
likely confused, frightened and frustrated. FAE may also explain the findings previously discussed
regarding pre-morbid personality and could be a potential source of bias from the carers who stated
this was a factor.

Studies finding no predicting factors
Bridges-Parlet, Knopman, Thompson (1994) and Lachs, Bachman, Williams and O'Leary (2007) report
that the most common explanation for aggressive behaviour provided by staff working with those
with dementia is that there is not one. Both studies state that there were no preceding behaviours
or characteristics of the patients, or themselves, that could have predicted that aggression was to
follow. There are two aspects to this finding; either some acts of aggressive behaviour are
completely unpredictable or there are issues in identifying them. Both of these studies were
conducted in residential settings where staff may be pre-occupied or distracted with other residents
or tasks; may have just started their shift, or be tired after a long shift. There is also the possibility
that the social desirability effect of not admitting the impact their own behaviour may have had on
the situation also played a part.
Limitations of Articles Included in Review
Defining aggression is a subjective process with individuals differing in their ideas of what it actually
constitutes. There does appear to be some consistency in how it is viewed in the healthcare field
(Rippon, 2000); intent, cognitive process, behaviour (physical or emotional) and causing harm
feature in most definitions, although Child and Mentes (2010) still argue it is too variable. Patel and
Hope (1993) found that some nursing staff thought there had to be physical risk/harm to
themselves, whilst others believed intent was enough for the behaviour to be classified as
aggressive. This again demonstrates the subjective nature of defining aggression, in particular in a
population group where intent and its underlying cognitive processes must be almost impossible to
ascertain. Patel and Hope (1993) and Cohen-Mansfield et al (1989) have developed definitions and
measures specifically for older adults with dementia, so may be more appropriate than more general
health care definitions. For example, Patel and Hope (1993) define aggression as ‘….an overt act,
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involving the delivery of noxious stimuli to (but not necessarily aimed at) another organism, object
or self, which is clearly not accidental’ (p. 458), although they recognise that verbal aggression could
be missed if it is deemed not to be a ‘noxious stimuli’. ‘Agitation’ is a commonly used definition
which includes aggression, but other behaviours such as pacing or hoarding (Cohen-Mansfield et al,
1989) also are, which may confuse matters. ‘Challenging behaviour’ as a definition has similar
difficulties.

This clearly raises an issue, as the 55 articles in this review used a variety of definitions; some only
measured physical aggression, others verbal aggression, some both. Some used agitation as their
definition. The definition put forward by The Alzheimer’s Society was used to establish the inclusion
criteria in this review; ‘Aggressive behaviour includes verbal aggression (e.g. swearing, screaming,
shouting, making threats) and physical aggression (e.g. hitting, pinching, scratching, hair-pulling,
biting) (Alzheimer’s Society, 2014), so would include a variety of behaviours that do not necessarily
match those of the articles included. This may also go some way to explaining the large range of
frequencies of aggression found, from 10% to 96%. A more recent development in defining
aggression in individuals with dementia is to change the term to something more person-centred,
thereby taking into account the unmet needs of these individuals, e.g. ‘responsive’ or ‘selfprotective’ behaviour (Speziale et al, 2009; Talerico and Evans (2000) which would fit within a
behaviour analysis viewpoint (Fisher and Swingen, 1997).

The length of time over which the study took place varied widely, with the longest timeframe being
from the start of the dementia diagnosis until death (Keene, Hope et al., 1999). Some studies only
investigated behaviour for a week; it could be that aggression was not displayed within that week’s
timeframe, thus causing the frequency of aggression to appear less common than it actually is.

The 55 articles included in this review all measured factors that may have a relationship with
aggressive behaviour. The measures used for these variables, however, varied considerably. To use
aggressive behaviour as an example, this was recorded using tools ranging from those developed to
measure aggression in any cohort, such as the Overt Aggression Scale (OAS) (Rosen et al, 1994) and
the Present Behavioural Examination (PBE) (Hope and Fairburn, 2009), to those developed with
older adults in mind such as the Challenging Behaviour Scale (CBS) (Moniz-Cook et al, 2001), the
Stockton Geriatiatric Rating Scale (SGRS) (Gilleard and Pattie, 1977), the Brøset Violence Checklist
(BVC) (Almvik and Woods,1999), the Psychogeriatric Dependency Rating Scale behaviour subscale
(PGDRS) (Wilkinson and Graham-White, 1980) and the Disruptive Behaviour Scale (DBS) (Beck et al,
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1997). Finally, some tools were specifically tailored for older adults living with dementia; CohenMansfield Agitation Inventory (CMAI) (Cohen Mansfield and Billig, 1986), the Pittsburgh Agitation
Scale (PAS) (Rosen et al, 1994), the BEHAVE-AD Scale (Reisberg et al, 1987) and the Rating Scale for
Aggressive Behaviour in the Elderly (RAGE) Patel and Hope (1992a).
Clearly using this variety of scales raises issues in terms of how aggression is defined, measured and
rated. The tools listed were all tested for validity and reliability and some were translated to other
languages, (the Brøset Violence Checklist being the only one not initially designed in English), in
order to be used in other countries/with other population groups, but again were re-tested for
reliability and validity. This lack of homogeneity across the research is the reason why the data
analysis of this review was not as a meta-analysis. This issue was also true for many of the other
measures used including those for cognitive functioning, depression and health scores raising the
same concerns previously mentioned.
The population groups studied varied across articles in some aspects although, as already
mentioned, there was a definite bias towards Caucasian participants. Similar findings were reported
regardless of the country and this potential source of bias was addressed by researchers. Ko et al
(2012), whose research was conducted in Japan, mention that the manner in which older adults are
treated in Japanese society may vary from that in Western cultures. One matter they raise is that
older adults with dementia are more likely to be cared for by family in their home, and will only be
placed in a residential setting when the situation has become unbearable, whilst in Western culture
this decision may be made at an earlier juncture.
Another source of bias as a result of the populations studied include five articles where the
participants were residents in veteran hospitals (Flynn, Cummings and Gornbein ,1991; Hwang, Tsai,
Yang, Liu and Lirng, 1999; Kunik, Snow et al, 2010; Orengo, Kunik, Molinari, Wristers and Yudofsky,
2002; Tsai, Hwang, Yang and Liu, 1996). This skewed the number of male participants in these
studies which was very different from the vast majority of the articles in this review where females
made up the majority of individuals, but may also raise other issues. Cohen (2004) and Williamson
et al (2013) both found that ex-military personnel were at more risk of showing aggression if they
have dementia then other population groups. In addition to this, military personnel are more
vulnerable to developing Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), with 15% of this group having the
disorder compared to 7% of the general population (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, 2016),
which may have an impact on the symptoms and prognosis of any subsequent dementia.
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Comorbid mental health issues were investigated many times in the articles included in this review,
but some pre-existing illnesses may have affected the results of the research. Schizophrenia and
bipolar also frequently have psychosis as a symptom. Just as the general population is aging, so too
are those with chronic mental health issues and they may also go on to develop dementia; the so
called ‘forensic graduates’ (Stoffels and Stewart, 2015). This is clearly a different population group
to those with no pre-existing chronic mental health, and this would be an area that would benefit
from specific research.
Thirty of the articles in this review were based in residential or hospital settings, this is only slightly
more than community settings, but this population will in all likelihood be more severely affected by
their dementia which is a key indicator of aggression. As already mentioned, aggressive behaviour is
one of the major reasons why someone with dementia is now in residential care rather than being
cared for by family (Patel and Hope, 1993; Gilley et al, 2004). This would skew the sample towards
individuals with more severe behavioural issues, and may give the impression that aggression is
more prevalent than it actually is.
Linked with the type of facility individuals with dementia were living in, the level of experience of
people who were recording the aggression displayed, and other variables being measured, would
have different widely. Nurses (e.g. Zuidema et al, 2010), nursing assistants (e.g. Beck et al, 1998)
and family (e.g. Chen, Borson and Scanlon, 2000) were all asked to record various types of data
whilst caring for someone with dementia. Their expectations and knowledge of what is ‘normal’,
what is a behaviour or a symptom of dementia, and the ways in which to approach any problems
would be very different, and may have affected the information included in the article.
Being asked to complete documentation regarding your role in a demanding job, or the relationship
you have with a family member with a chronic illness is always going to be problematic to assess in
terms of reliability. Social desirability may impact on the honesty of responses in terms of any
negativity displayed by the carer (or the person being cared for if a relative) and would surely
influence the responses provided by an employee if they felt their employer would read the finished
article. Another source of bias could be the reliance on retrospective memory in many of the
studies. Recalling details regarding incidents that may have occurred a week ago whilst fulfilling a
demanding role could be challenging for any individual, but must be particularly demanding for
someone caring for an individual with dementia. In some of the articles, respondents were asked to
remember details regarding pre-morbid personality from many years prior to the study;
retrospective memory is notoriously poor in most people, so mistakes were no doubt made. In
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addition, the subjective nature of the assessment of behaviour before the onset of dementia may
make the information unreliable.
Methodological Limitations
Despite the best intentions of any systematic review, subjectivity may have affected the inclusion
and exclusion criteria used (Coolican, 2009), despite them being operationalised and easily
replicated. This was guarded against to some extent by making the search criteria replicable,
repeatable and explicit, and by having two researchers carry out the initial searches and assessment
of quality (O’Sullivan, 2006). For this initial systematic review, all of the studies were included, as
well as those that were rated low in their quality, as this piece of research was intended to
investigate all potential predicting factors of aggression; for any further meta-analyses carried out
this will be rectified. Many different studies were included using varying sampling methods,
independent variables, measures, population groups. This lack of homogeneity of methods and
results was the reason why a meta-analysis was not carried out, although with any studies based on
psychological measures (cognitive decline, measures of aggression) this may prove to be a difficult
task (Nobel Jr., 2006).
Publication bias is another potential issue in any systematic review (Rothstein, Sutton and
Borenstein ,2006; Dickersin, 2006). Examples which may have affected this study include familiarity
bias, language bias and availability bias, although measures were taken to avoid this. The primary
researcher did not work alone, although the two other researchers do both work in the field of
dementia care, which may have allowed certain preconceived ideas regarding aggression and
dementia to have played a role in the selection of articles. Only articles written or translated into
English were included, although only one potential article was rejected for this reason. It could be
that the journals included in the databases used favour articles written in English. This may be
supported by the high proportion of articles from the USA, UK and Canada, which make up 76% of
the total articles included (this figure increases to 80% if Australia is also included). All of the articles
found through the searches were located and included, so availability bias was avoided to some
extent.
The main reason for non-publication of an article is outcome bias; editors are eight times more likely
to select studies with significant results for publication (O’Sullivan, 2006) despite non-significance
being no indication of zero effect (Dickersin, 2006). With systematic reviews and meta-analyses
claiming to provide a more thorough overview than a literature review for example, it makes no
difference how explicit and well planned the process if the sample is inherently biased (Rothstein,
Sutton and Borenstein ,2006). One strategy deployed in this systematic review to avoid this was that
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two registers of protocols relating to this subject matter were searched (PROSPERO; The Cochrane
Library) to discover if any unpublished reviews were present; there were none. The fact that
PRISMA-P and The Cochrane Library both publish clear guidelines for best practise when conducting
reviews should also mean unpublished work due to low effect size is less likely to occur (Nobel Jr.,
2006). Another potential source of information utilised was that any doctoral thesis on this subject
area were searched for on EthOS and, again, none were found.
The initial search criteria included aggression and violence. It has since become apparent other
terms may have been necessary such as agitation and behavioural issues in order to gain a full
saturation through the search. The other reviewers were only available to analyse the eligibility
criteria for the initial search of 652 studies and to discuss the risk of bias of the 34 articles meeting
the inclusion/exclusion criteria of this first tranche. The remaining 70 articles gleaned from the
references of these 34 studies were assessed for meeting the eligibility criteria and for risk of bias by
the lead researcher only. As this had previously been done by a pair of researchers, the frequent
issues and factors that meant an article was not suitable had been established, but it still may mean
that without this checking mechanism, bias may have played a part in the final 21 studies which
were included.
In order to establish full saturation the initial 34 studies selected were used to find articles which
had not been found through the initial search of the databases, which resulted in another 29 studies
being included. These final 29 articles were not analysed for any additional research. When the
initial articles were scrutinised for missed research, fewer examples were being found, so it is
possible full saturation had been achieved, but this may not be the case. In a similar vein, other
systematic reviews were excluded from the review, but could have been used to glean further
research that may have been carried out in this area but was not found through the initial search of
databases.
Finally, due to a lack of homogeneity of methods and measures, a systematic narrative review was
chosen as the most appropriate form of data analysis. Ideally a meta-analysis would have been
conducted to take into account the overall treatment effect size rather than just the individual
results found by each article (Coolican, 2009). This is an area that could be revisited for future
research for the individual factors identified, and where homogeneity is established between the
individual studies.
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Conclusion
Aggression is a highly complex interaction of many factors; biological, social and psychological.
Some of these factors can be modified, others not. For example, the interaction between
depression, poor health, dementia and behaviour is complex; an individual may feel depressed as a
result of ill health or their dementia diagnosis. This may increase their risk of contracting an illness
as they may not eat, sleep or exercise. This could lead to social isolation from others; all of these
elements have been found to have a relationship with aggressive behaviour being shown, yet are all
further interlinked and related to one another. There have been attempts to take a more holistic
approach to aggression in those with dementia, Kales et al (2015) developed a conceptual model
setting out how these factors may interact with another, but this still does not address how this
information could be used practically in a clinical or care setting to reduce the risk of aggression.
Robert et all (2010) investigated the variety of rating scales that exist for clinicians to measure the
range of symptoms displayed by those with dementia. They feel there is a need for an overarching
scale that can be used quickly and easily to record the cognitive changes, impacts on daily living,
communication/ interaction, quality of life and behavioural effects of dementia. From this review,
there is clearly the need to develop a tool which takes into account the biological, social and
psychological factors which all contribute to aggression being displayed. This could be achieved
through more detailed meta-analysis of the various factors identified (where there is homogeneity
of methods/measures) to establish if an effect is actually taking place at a statistically significant
level. Any of the factors that do show a clear effect on aggressive behaviour being exhibited by
those with dementia would be included in this tool.
Implications
Aggression is a complex behaviour to understand, explain, recognise and predict. This review has
raised a number of implications that should be considered when working or living with those
individuals with dementia.


There are clearly a number of causes of aggression and the root of these will affect how this
behaviour is approached and dealt with. Some of the causes are modifiable and with more
awareness, training and education, could be managed. Individual’s unmet needs,
undiagnosed pain/illness, caregiver stress/burden, communication methods and the
environment someone resides in can all be affected by relatively straightforward means. If
the individual has an undiagnosed infection, a course of antibiotics and the understanding of
those around the patient of the effects of delirium on behaviour would avoid many
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confrontations. Similarly, the correct psychopharmalogical approach to any co-existing
mental health issues could have an impact on aggressive behaviour; if delusions are
symptom for an individual, anti-psychotic drugs are appropriate. If depression on the other
hand is affecting behaviour, anti-depressants should be prescribed.


The individual with dementia is not in a vacuum. The caregiver, whether a trained health
profession or a family member, also plays a role in any interaction, including those with
negative outcomes. Being aware of the role caregivers play in increasing aggressive
behaviour and understanding that aggression can be a symptom of dementia, rather than a
facet of the individual’s personality or feelings towards them can be achieved through
proper training and education. Much of the care provided to individuals with dementia is
task orientated rather than person orientated. For example, this person needs a bath,
rather than taking into account how the individual may feel about this (Barnes, 2011), so
being mindful about how acts such as personal care may make someone with dementia feel
is also key. Finally recognising that stress, depression and even anger are normal reactions
may help caregivers understand they are not alone, and that they also need to take care of
themselves.



Although aggression is a common behavioural symptom of dementia, it is not an inherent
part of the disease for every individual, carers need to be mindful of over-diagnosing or
being fearful of aggression in every person.



Additional research to develop an all-encompassing measurement tool for aggression which
takes a holistic view of the social, psychological and physical factors which contribute to
aggressive behaviour in those living with dementia.
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Appendix 1: The Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool (Amended)

Domain

Support for judgement

Review authors’
judgement

Attrition bias

Incomplete outcome data.
Assessments should be
made for each main
outcome (or class of
outcomes).

Describe the completeness of
outcome data for each main
outcome, including attrition and
exclusions from the analysis. State
whether attrition and exclusions were
reported, the numbers in each
intervention group (compared with
total randomized participants),
reasons for attrition/exclusions where
reported, and any re-inclusions in
analyses performed by the review
authors.

Attrition bias due to amount,
nature or handling of
incomplete outcome data.

Reporting bias
Selective reporting

State how the possibility of selective
outcome reporting was examined by
the review authors, and what was
found.

Other bias

86

Reporting bias due to
selective outcome reporting.

Other sources of bias

State any important concerns about
bias not addressed in the other
domains in the tool. If particular
questions/entries were pre-specified
in the review’s protocol, responses
should be provided for each
question/entry.

87

Bias due to problems not
covered elsewhere in the
table.

Appendix 2
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No mention of attrition.

Mention possibility of under-reporting of events by staff.

Low

No mention of attrition (only 3 month study).
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against others.
Confirmatory bias; other sections were added which were advised by staff and ended up being
largest provocation items.
SEE IF I CAN FIND COPY OF MEASURE
Mentions that a high score on BVC might have warranted an intervention that meant a violent
act didn’t occur and therefore wasn’t recorded.
BVC designed for this client group.
No mention of attrition (only 3 month study)
88
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4
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2007;22(9):862-867 England John
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Small sample size.
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issues?)
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elderly person's participation in the study, and 10 did not complete five assessments by the
end of the study.
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Mentions those attending day centres may be a skewed sample compared to nursing homes as
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Caucasion Bias. May be more highly educated of of igher socio economic status than general
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Psychiatric & Mental Health
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Wanted to get a variety of grades of staff so thought one-on-one interviews better.
small number of care homes owned by the same company: not representative?. small sample.
Volunteer sample. not done as systematic review.
Social desirability as staff reporting individually reporting.
The findings from the staff interviews comparable to other research
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aggressive resident behavior
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Not just looking at AD, VaD or FTD. Not just looking at older adults, but mean age 69.
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Telephone interview..?
Some findings correlational

An additional 12 patients were excluded as their case- notes could not be traced
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Case notes used so information may be missing. Might miss verbal aggression, for example.

Volunteer sampling.
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predictors of aggressive behaviour
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Random allocation to intervention group.
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Talk about specific delusions relating to aggression (e.g. theft) which has useful clinical
implications.
Nursing staff in a long-stay ward are likely to have higher thresholds for reporting aggressive
behaviour than the spouse of a demented patient living at home.
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Were only selected if had a more severe level of dementia. Also had to have lived there for 90
days or more.
Residents with a feeding tube or delirium; those enrolled in hospice; those who were
unconscious, comatose, or diagnosed with Huntington’s disease; and those with acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome, alcohol-related dementia, or with a psychotic disorder as their
primary diagnosis were excluded.
Training for BWAB and interobserver reliability assessed for CAREBA.
270 met criteria. 147 left; majority died, then left for another institution, refused, unresolved.
HDS has high reliability.
Tests administered at home…?
Reliance on retrospective memory. Mention possible under-reporting.
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The 3 leading problems that resulted in patients’ admissions were violence,
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52% were veterans. Much higher proportion of males than usual.
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implications.
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Check the results on pain???

No control group.
Tests checked for validity. Full training for staff using STAR.
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Issues with reporting bias of an assault e.g. more be more likely in nursing home setting than
community

med

Reliability of health score was rated excellent.

med

Types of delusions are not specified…could they be delusions linked to depression to do not
predict…?

Nurses trained to gain inter-observer reliability.
Would expect an increase over time as condition worsens, but was significantly different.
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Differing entry levels for different centres; staffing? Motivation?
Reliance on memory as a diary.
Issues of under-reporting identified
(Opposite findings to Lachs et al. They found 70% of incidents in communal areas. This study
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Interviews; open to bias
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Journal of the American Medical

Reliance on retrospective memory. Under-reporting raised as a possible issue.
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Veterans hospital. More males than females.
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Highlighted different types of delusions (e.g persecutory, stealing)
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